A stack automaton is a pushdown automaton with the added privilege of scanning the contents of its pushdown tape without erasing. In this paper, the deterministic stack automaton with a one-way input (dsa) is considered.
{w ] for some x in L2, wx is in L1}. ) The family of languages accepted by deterministic one-way stack automata has been shown to be closed under generalized sequential machine mappings, intersection with a regular set and complementation. It is known [3] that ifL is accepted by a deterministic pushdown automaton and R is a regular set, then L/R is a context free language. The corresponding result for the family of languages for deterministic one-way stack automata was previously unknown and is established in this paper.
Part of the interest in this result stems from the fact that the previously established closure properties, with the exception of complementation, have been shown to hold in general for (deterministic) one-way automata [5] . However, there are families of languages defined by deterministic one-way automata not closed under quotient with a regular set and thus a proof must depend on the particular structure of the device under consideration. The technique of proof used is new to the literature and should have other applications.
Another reason for the interest in the quotient with a regular set is related to the removal of endmarkers. For one-way stack automata, it is known that end markers on the input are unnecessary for the nondeterministic case. For the deterministic case the left end marker is obviously unnecessary. Since the family of languages accepted by deterministic one-way stack automata is closed under quotient with a regular set, the right end marker is also unnecessary.
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
In this section we define the one-way stack automaton and provide the notation necessary to establish the results of the paper.
Intuitively, a one-way stack automaton consists of an input terminal, a finite control, and a stack. It is assumed that an input symbol is supplied at the input terminal when requested by the stack automaton, whereupon it is immediately used to determine the next move. The stack is a conventional pushdown store with the added capability of scanning the stack interior in a read-only mode. A move of the device is determined by the state of the finite control, the stack symbol scanned and an input symbol, provided one is requested.
Formally a one-way stack automaton I (abbreviated sa) S is an 8-tuple (K, T,I, ~, ~b , qo , Zo ,F) where:
1 The definition of sa given here differs from that in Ref. [2] . The major differences are the absence of end markers on the input and the use of two functions governing the move of the sa; one function being applicable only when the stack head is at the top of stack and the other applicable only when the stack head is not at the top of stack. Due to the lack of end markers it is not obvious that the two models are equivalent in the sense that they accept the same family of languages. That the models are equivalent will follow from the main result of the paper.
(I) K is a finite set of states which contains q0, the start state.
(2) T is a finite set of stack symbols which contains b, the blank symbol and Z 0 , the start symbol.
(3) I is a finite set of input symbols.
(4) $ is a mapping from K • (I u {E}) x (T --{b}) to subsets of K x {L, S, R} and determines the next move of S when the stack head is not at the top of the stack. (The stack is always a finite String of (T --{b})* followed by blanks to the right. The leftmost blank is called the top of stack.) The E in the second component of the argument represents the situation where the sa moves without requesting an input symbol. The significance of L, S and R in the range of 8 is that the stack head moves left, remains stationary, or moves right, respectively.
(5) 3b is a mapping from K • (I w {~})x (T{b}) to subsets of
and determines the move of S when the stack head is scanning the blank at the top of stack. The move depends not only on the present state and an input symbol, if one is requested, but also on the rightmost nonblank stack symbol. The symbol S in the range of 8b signifies that the stack head does not move, L signifies that it moves left without erasing the rightmost nonblank, and E signifies a move left followed by the printing of a blank (erasing) over the rightmost nonblank. A nonblank stack symbol in the range of 3b (we assume S, E and L are not stack symbols) signifies that the symbol is printed over the blank a t the top of stack, the stack head then moving one cell right to the new top of stack.
(6) F Z K is the set of final states.
Initially, q0 is the state of the sa, and all stack cells contain the blank symbol, b, except one, which contains Z o . The stack head initially scans the cell immediately to the fight of the one holding Z 0 (i.e., the top of stack). Note that Z 0 is never printed by the sa, so Z 0 m arks the bottom (left end) of the stack. We can assume that the stack head never moves left from Z 0 . That is, 8(q, a, Z0) does not contain (p, L) for q and p in K, and a in I u {~}.
A configuration of S 2 is a combination of state, nonblank portion of the stack and position of the stack head. A configuration of S is denoted (q, y, i), where q is in K, y is in (T --{b}) * and i is an integer denoting the number of cells from the top of stack to the cell scanned by the stack head (i.e., i = 0 if the head is at the top of the stack, i --1 if at the rightmost nonblank, etc.).
We define the relation F s between configurations of S as follows:
2 Unless otherwise stated, S always denotes the dsa (K, T,/, 8, ~, q0, Z0, F). To avoid long strings of quantifiers we adopt the following conventions for certain symbols (either with or without subscripts or primes). Unless otherwise stated, q is in K, a is in I u {c}, w and x are in I*, Z is in T, y is in (T --{b})*, and D is in {L, S, R} or {S, L, E} u (T --{b, Z0}). We define an sa, to be a deterministic one-way stack automaton (dsa) if, intuitively, there is at most one move possible from any configuration. Formally, we say S is a dsa, if, for each q in K, Z in T, and a in 1, An sa accepts a language by final state. The language accepted by an sa S, denoted T(S), is the set {w J w : (q0, Zo, 0) 1-7 (q, y, i) for some q in F, y in T* and integer i) and is called an sa language. A language accepted by a dsa is called a dsa language.
[Note that a string w may be written as alav..a n in several different ways depending on which ai are e. Furthermore, w may take the configuration (q0, Z0,0) to several different configurations even for a dsa depending on the number of moves on ~ input at the end of w. If any one of these configurations contains a final state, then w is in T(S)].
III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we establish some preliminary results which will simplify the proof of the main theorem.
First we show that acceptance by final state can be changed to acceptance by pair of state and stack symbol scanned without affecting the family of languages accepted. Proof. We construct a dsa S' from S such that S' accepts L. S' has an unprimed, a primed and a doubly primed state for each state of S. S' simulates a move of S going from an unprimed state to a doubly primed state. If the stack head is at the top of stack and the combination of state and top stack symbol is in B~, S' on ~ input goes to a primed version of the new state, accepts the input, and then enters an unprimed version. If the combination of state and top stack symbol is not in B x , S' on ~ input goes directly to the unprimed version. Likewise, if the stack head is not at the top of stack, S' goes from the doubly primed state to the unprimed version either through the primed version or directly depending on whether or not the pair of state and stack symbol scanned is in B2 9
Formally let S' = (K', T, I, 3', 3~, q0, Z0,F') where K' = {q, q', q" I q in K}, F = {q' [ q in K), and 3' and 3' b are defined as follows.
The language accepted by a dsa S by empty {w ! w : (qo, Z0,0) t-* (q, e, 0) for some q in K}.
If 8(q, a, Z) = (ql, D), a D in {L, S, R}, then 3'(q, a, Z) ---(q~', D).

If (q, Z) is in B2, then 3'(q", E, Z) = (q', S) and 3'(q', e, Z) = (q, S).
If (q, Z) is not in B2, then 3'(q", e, Z) : (q, S).
If 3b(q, a, Z) --(qx, D), D in {S, L, E) u T-{b, Zo} , then 80(q, a, Z) == (ql, D).
If (q, Z) is in B 1 , then ~'b(q", e, Z) = (q', S) and ~(q', ~, Z) = (q, S).
If (q, Z) is not in B1, then 3'b(q" , e, Z) ~ (q, S). Proof. Let S be a dsa accepting L by final state. Without loss of generality we assume that S never erases Z 0 since we can replace 3b(q, a, Z0)= (ql, E)by 8b(q, a, Z0) = (q2, S), where q2 is a new state from which no move is possible, and q2 is in F only if qa is in F. Furthermore, we may assume that S never makes an infinity of moves on ~ input [2] . 4 For each q in K, let q' be a new symbol and K' be the set of all such q'. We construct S' = (K ~A K' u {~}, T, I u {$}, ~', 3b, qo, Zo, $) to accept L$ by empty stack as follows. S' behaves as S until S enters a final state. If S enters a final state and no move on E input is possible, then on input $, S' enters the special state q. On an input in I, S' behaves as S. If S enters a final state, and moves on r input are possible, S' makes the moves on ~ input but uses primed states. When no further move on r input is possible, S' on input $ enters ~ and on an input in I returns to an unprimed state, behaving as S. The state ~ causes S' to raise its stack head to the top of the stack and then erase the stack. Formally Clearly S' is deterministic and accepts L$ by empty stack.
The main theorem of the paper states that the family of languages accepted by dsa is closed under quotient with a regular set. The gist of the proof is to show that a dsa can be modified so that it will have "sufficient information" to answer the question: "Does there exist an input sequence in a regular set such that if the sequence is applied to the dsa in its present configuration, the dsa will end up in a configuration in which it accepts the input ?" Part of the needed information is stored on the stack and part in the finite control.
We now describe the construction by which the dsa is modified so as to store the needed additional information on the stack. To this end we introduce a finite automaton which later will be fixed to be a finite automaton accepting the regular set with respect to which the quotient is taken.
4 Although the model in Ref. [2] is different, the same technique applies.
Let S be a dsa and let A = (Ka,/, 3A, PO, FA) 5 be a finite automaton. There exists a dsa S' which operates as S except that whenever S prints a stack symbol, S' prints both the stack symbol and a mapping which answers the following two questions:
(1) For qx and q2 in K and PI and P2 in KA, does there exist an input string w which will take S from state ql to q2 and take A from state pa top2 while S either keeps its stack head steady or moves the stack head lower on the stack and back ? 
: (ql, Y, O) k] (q~, ~, 0).
It is important to note that if the same a describes bothy andy', then for Z in T, the same c~' describes yZ and y'Z. That is, if a stack symbol is added to the stack, the mapping describing the new stack depends only on the new stack symbol and the mapping describing the old stack3 3a(p, x) , a). The set accepted by A is {x [ 8a(p0, x) in FA}. A set is regular if and only if it is accepted by some finite automaton. A will always denote the finite automaton (K A ,/, Sa, P0, FA).
6 Although we shall not prove it here, there is an effective procedure for constructing the new mapping from the stack symbol and old mapping. where n2 is the mapping which describes yZ2, y being any string in T* described by s ~x.
Clearly S' satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
Next we show that the dsa S' of Lemma 3 can be further modified so that when it moves its stack head into the stack, it can carry information in its finite control to answer the question: For q in K and p in K A does there exist a w in I* which causes S to erase its stack and for which 8A(p, w) is in FA ?
To 
(T • C)*, A(m,c)= m and A(m, yX)= d(A(m,y),X). The inverse function is defined by A-~(m, y) = {m' [ A(m', y) --m}.
In the next lemma a dsa S" is constructed from S'. S" simulates S'. Whenever the stack head of S' enters the stack, the stack head of S" enters the stack. However, S" also computes in its finite control, the mapping m associated with the stack symbol s If there is no y in T* described by ~z, then ~'~(q, a, [Zj , e~l]) can be left undefined since [Z1, ~1] will never appear on the stack. scanned. Whenever the stack head moves lower on the stack, the mapping A determines uniquely the new mapping m to be stored in the finite control. The crux of proof is to compute the new m whenever the stack head moves higher on the stack. The difficulty is that d-1 is not necessarily unique. In the situation where A-1 is multivalued, S" must determine the appropriate m in A-t without losing the position on the stack. The details of this construction are given in the next lemma. Proof. S" is to behave exactly as S', except when S' moves into the stack. Thus and since this is certainly true by the time the symbol Y~ is reached, h must be less than or equal i. On the other hand, once a symbol Ya is reached such that the two D Note that we have renumbered the symbols on the stack so that the numbers increase from top to bottom. The reason for this is to facilitate understanding of the construction by making the subscript of the stack symbol correspond to the position on the stack. quantities are equal, they remain equal for all symbols lower on the stack. But since they are not equal at Yi-x, h must be greater than i --1 and hence h = i).
IV. MAIN RESULTS
Using Lemma 4, it is easily shown that the class of languages accepted by dsa by final state is closed under quotient with a regular set. Remarks. An operation closely related to quotient with a regular set is the operation Max defined by Max(L) = {x [ x is in L and for no y in I* --{~} is xy in L}. Let F be 10 There are other differences in the models but it is easily shown that these other differences do not affect the family of languages accepted. Since Z'*--L = Max(Z'*$ u LSZ*)/$, the family of languages accepted by a nondeterministic sa is not closed under Max since it is not closed under complement. This provides an alternate proof that the family of languages accepted by dsa is properly contained in the family of languages accepted by an sa.
An sa is said to be nonerasing if for each q in K, a in I u {c} and Z in T --{b}, 8o(q, a, Z) is contained in K • [{S,L) to (T --{b, Z0})]. The techniques used in this paper can be used to show that the family of languages accepted by nonerasing dsa is closed under quotient with a regular set. Lemma 2 is no longer valid, and is replaced by a lemma stating that L$ can be accepted by a dsa which enters an accepting configuration when the stack head is at the top of stack. Appropriate changes must also be made in Lemmas 3 and 4.
